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ABSTRACT 

Evaluation of human errors dependency plays important role in the PSA field. 

Importance of human factor including dependency follows from high portion of operator 

activities that are foreseen to be part of response on particular initiating events or to correct 

improper activity of safety systems including recovery actions. More and more detailed PSA 

works imply the need to use an effective, robust and error prone way to cope with enormous 

cases leading to real or potential dependencies of human errors as well as to perform PSA 

quantification in such a way which avoids biasing PSA results as a whole.  

The objective of this paper is to compare used methods to evaluate human errors 

dependency and to analyse implementation how human errors dependency is implemented 

into PSA quantification process. The paper also introduces approach used by VUJE to 

evaluate and quantify human error dependencies including self-dependency as well as inter 

personal dependency. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The importance of human performance as a significant contributor to plant safety is 

identified in the majority performed probabilistic risk assessment (PSA) studies. PSAs also 

show that operations-related actions connected with human actions have the significant 

contribution to risk. For instance, [1] summarizes importance of human actions as follows: 

• Human error is a significant contributor to core damage frequency (CDF) or large 

early release frequency (LERF). 

• If human performance degrades from that assumed in typical PSAs, risk will increase 

notably. 

• By improving human performance, licensees can reduce their overall CDF. 

• A significant human contribution to risk is in failure to respond appropriately to 

accidents. 

• Human performance is important to the mitigation of and recovery from failure 

conditions. 

PSAs integrate Human Reliability Analysis Methods (HRA) to evaluate particular 

human error probabilities (HEP) that step into risk quantification process. Nowadays, there 

are used varieties of HRA methods, see the Table 1. Integral part of all HRA methods is 

evaluation of human error dependencies. 

This paper provides comparison of used methods to evaluate human errors dependency 

and to analyse impacts of implementation human errors dependency into PSA quantification 
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process including approach used by VUJE to evaluate and quantify human error dependencies 

including self-dependency as well as inter personal dependency. 

The first part provides brief overview of HRA including discussion of human error 

dependencies (determination dependency level and quantification of dependent error 

probabilities). 

The second part introduces two basic ways how to address dependency of subsequent 

operator activities within PSA model. 

2 DETERMINATIO DEPENDENCY LEVEL AND QUANTIFICATION OF 

DEPENDENT ERROR PROBABILITIES 

Basic approach of PSA HRA consists of following steps: 

1) Identification of operator activities1 (considered in event or fault trees) 

2) Usage of HRA to assessment of basic HEPs for particular activities 

3) Incorporate HEPs into particular PSA (i.e. addressing dependency among activities) 

 

Integral part of HRA is consideration of dependency among subsequent operator 

activities, i.e. step 2 and especially step 3). In general PSA uses negative dependency model, 

i.e. performance of personnel is deteriorated by previous error and if first human failure 

occurs, there is an increased likelihood that a similar second or third, and so on, human failure 

will also occur. Such model has deep impact on HRA as a whole because probability of 

success to perform subsequent activity is rapidly decreased. Probability of failure is evolved 

from so called dependency level. This part briefly discusses determination of dependency 

level and quantification of dependent error probabilities.  

2.1 Determination dependency level 

Dependency aspect is highlighted in many generally respected standards, e.g. [2] and 

[4]. The Table 1 presents brief summary of dependency addressing. Similar conclusions can 

be found in [3]. 

On the one hand, most of used methods use ranked dependency levels that follow basic 

philosophy introduced in chapter 10 of [5] which introduced 4 dependency levels (low, 

medium, high and complete). On the other hand, the Table 1 shows that dependency 

evaluation process has many degrees of freedom and level of details of particular HRA 

methods vary in great extent. 

 

                                                 
1 Meaning of operator activity is the same as Human Functional Event (HFE). 
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Table 1: Summary Table Comparing Key Characteristics of Quantification Across the 

Evaluated HRA Methods (Table E-2 from [2]) 

Method Addresses dependencies, 

common-cause among similar 

actions 

Addresses dependencies among 

different HFEs in a scenario 

THERP Has a model to address 

dependencies among subtasks. 

Not explicitly, but subtask dependency 

model in THERP is often (not 

unreasonably) used to address this issue. 

ASEP Uses a simpler version of the 

THERP model. 

Uses THERP model. 

HCR/ORE Discussed, but specific quantitative 

estimates not proposed. Effect on 

quantification left to the analysts. 

Discussed, but specific quantitative 

estimates not proposed. Effect on 

quantification left to the analysts. 

CBDT Discussed, but specific quantitative 

estimates not proposed. Effect on 

quantification left to the analysts. 

Discussed, but specific quantitative 

estimates not proposed. Effect on 

quantification left to the analysts. 

SPAR-H Includes a THERP like dependency 

model with additional guidance. 

Apparently assumes (not unreasonably) 

that their THERP like dependency 

model with additional guidance can be 

generalized to address dependencies 

across scenarios. 

SLIM Dependencies are expected to be 

addressed in defining task 

sequences and PSFs. Little guidance 

provided. 

Dependencies are expected to be 

addressed in defining task sequences and 

PSFs. Little guidance provided. 

FLIM Dependencies are expected to be 

addressed in defining task 

sequences and PSFs. Little guidance 

provided. THERP model sometimes 

used. 

Dependencies are expected to be 

addressed in defining task sequences and 

PSFs. Little guidance provided. THERP 

model sometimes used to quantify 

dependencies. 

ATHEANA Discussed and to be considered as 

part of the context and included in 

the estimated HEP for the given 

HFE. 

Discussed and to be considered as part 

of the context and included in the 

estimate HEP for the given HFE. 

 

The most comprehensive rules to determine dependency are provided by [6]. However, 

interpretation SPAR-H rules can be still affected by high level of subjectivity, e.g. conditions 

“close in time” and “location”. For instance, condition “close in time” is hardly applicable for 

self-recovery. In such cases potential recovery must be performed immediately. Typical 

example is self-recovery of erroneously opening / closing wrong valve. In such case the 

operator expects some response of his working context, e.g. he / she is intuitively checking 

control room memo scheme and waiting response of signal lamps etc. If response of working 

context does not follow expected patter recovery of error (of omission) will take place. 

Similar situation arises if one member of control room crew checks results of the others 

members. Everything this opens a consistency problem. If a PSA considers several tenths of 

operator activities and each of them will contain several critical actions. It is not easy to 

ensure consistency among all considered operator activities.  
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Table 2: Dependency condition table from source [6] 

 

2.2 Quantification of dependent error probabilities 

Both HRA steps 2) - assessment of basic HEPs and 3) - Incorporation HEPs into PSA 

usually uses basic formulas introduced by the Table 10-2 in [5] to quantify dependent error 

probabilities. This approach is commonly used for majority of PSAs. Consequently usage of 

[5] formulas leads to the state when minimal HEP for activity having low dependency is 

≈0.05, ≈0.14 for medium dependency and ≈0.50 for high dependency. If strict dependency 

concept is applied then human errors chains yields probability of failure ≈0.0035. These 

minimal HEPs have significant impact on overall PSA results and clearly explain significant 

contribution of human errors to plant safety. 

3 ADDRESSING OF DEPENDENCY OF SUBSEQUENT OPERATOR 

ACTIVITES WITHIN PSA MODEL 

Human error dependency is considered on two basic levels: 

 Addressing dependencies within basic HEPs for particular activities (step 2) of 

general approach from section 2.) 

 Addressing dependency between activities (step 2) of general approach from 

section 3.) 

 

Above mentioned cases are discussed in the further text. 

3.1 Addressing dependencies within basic HEPs 

HRA assessment of basic HEPs for particular activities relies on concept of critical 

actions, i.e. any activity is broken among appropriate number of critical actions that must be 

successfully carry out in order to achieve success. If any of actions fails then activity fails as a 

whole. Only self-recovery and inter personal dependency must be addresses under such 

assumption. Based on general recommendations of [5] VUJE HRAs assign at least medium 

level dependency for such cased. 
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3.2 Addressing dependency between operator activities 

Addressing dependency among subsequent operator activities can be performed by 

using several methods, e.g. post-processing of minimal cutsets (MCS) and by tailored event 

trees (ET). 

Post-processing requires additional analysis of MCSs of analysed case to evaluate 

potential dependency of subsequent operator activities, addressing of dependency among 

operator activities and replacing original basic events (BE) representing operator activities by 

BEs reflecting dependency of considered activities. 

 

Figure 1: Example of standard ET for loss of turbines 

Another option is usage of tailored ETs that enable to perform semi-automatic 

evaluation of dependency. Such ETs split relevant functions between operator activity and 

hardware part. Example of such ET in Figure 2 allows direct evaluation of dependency. 

Figure 2: Example of tailored ET for loss of turbines 

Figure 3: Example of tailored ET for Interfacing LOCA 

 

Both presented methods post-processing and tailored ETs have strong and weak points. 

Advantage of post-processing is that this method can evaluate complex cases including 

also dependency among operators in the main control room and in situ operators performing 

local (ex-control room) actions. 
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Disadvantages of post-processing are: 

 Application of post-processing requires assignment of HEPs with appropriate 

screening values (≈0.1, see also requirements HR-G7 and QU-C1 in [7]) in order to 

highlight combination of HEPs that may contain potentially dependent activities. 

 Addressing of dependencies from MCSs for full-scope PSAs is not trivial task. 

 Post-processing requires (except of appropriate software support) preparation of set 

of logical rules to perform replacement of affected BEs as well as subsequent 

verification of post-processed MCSs. 

 Post-processing can produce a biased result which is connected with usage of 

screening values for HEPs. Influence of post-processing depends on many factors as 

are used screening values, complexity of trees and risk profile. For instance, both 

methods post-processing and tailored event trees produce the same result for example 

given in Figures 1 and 2. However, for example difference of results given in Figure 

3 is 4%. 

Advantage of tailored ETs is that this method allows semi-automatic addressing of 

dependency within ET development process if used software enables usage of alternatives for 

ET headers. 

Disadvantages of tailored ETs are: 

 Tailored ETs are capable of direct dependency addressing only for cases having 

“human part” ET headers, i.e. potential dependencies between the main control room 

and in situ operators are hidden. 

 Method generates more complex ETs. 

 Tailored ETs can produce illogical MCSs in cases where systems considered in ETs 

can be put out of operation by common mode failures, e.g. power supply. So 

carefully verification of MCSs is still required. 

CONCLUSION 

Nowadays, PSAs form complex work that requires usage of an effective, robust and 

error prone approach to cope with enormous cases leading to real or potential dependencies of 

human errors having great impact of contribution human factor to plant safety as well as to 

perform PSA quantification in such a way which avoids biasing PSA results as a whole. 

Presented paper briefly discussed the topic of human error dependency and compares 

used methods to evaluate such dependency. The paper also introduces approach of tailored 

ETs that are used by VUJE to evaluate and quantify human error dependencies. It is obvious 

that dependency quantification is also influenced by the way which is used to determine 

dependency level, see discussion in 2.1. On the one hand, in order to keep consistency of 

work VUJE prefers slightly conservative approach to perform this task where each subsequent 

human error has higher dependency level than previous error. On the other hand, to 

paraphrase [4], such conservative treatment of human performance is sufficient to address a 

PSA application and even if we are aware of all important aspects then additional realism may 

not be necessary and could significantly increase scope of work. 

The paper shows that there is probably none perfect dependency evaluation method 

providing uniform and fully comparable results. So, addressing of dependency of human 

errors must be always carefully verified. 
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